ACCESSION AND MOBILITY

итет вииниел 2 ейшпенс:

1. Истент пакет билет или Аналд́смснноическое Рост ке
2. Ибковарнк ле ынмрочи
3. Сей кодинне ки и скан еин букстарк пакет вил дик Аналд́смснноическое Рост ке

DRY WIPES AND MOBILITY

Enhance your Disneyland Resort visit! See map inside for location.

This guide provides an overview of services and facilities available for Guests with disabilities who are visiting Disneyland California Adventure® Park.

Available for Rent

Guest Amenities Available for Rent at Disneyland® Park

- Wheelchairs
- Strollers
- Baby Strollers

Guests in wheelchairs or ECVs: Guests in wheelchairs or ECVs may enter the theme park directly from these entrances. The rest of the party should use the standard queue.

Travel Tips

Maintain a safe distance before entering the attraction, and be prepared to adjust your speed as needed while navigating the queue and on-ride environment.

More Options

- Disability Electric Vehicles (EVs)
- Rental Strollers
- Rental Wheelchairs

For additional information about Theme Park elements, shows and attractions, please see Guest Relations. You may also obtain information regarding the availability of accessible seating, shade locations, and wheelchair accessible entrances at Guest Relations.

Safety in the Park

- Mobility Assistance Vehicles
- Baby Strollers
- Wheelchairs

Service animals, defined as any dog or miniature horse trained to do work or perform tasks for the benefit of an individual with a disability, are permitted in the theme parks. Completion of the required paperwork and security check can be performed on-site at Guest Relations. All service animals are subject to the standard security screening procedures at the turnstiles.

Special Considerations for Attractions

- Physical considerations (e.g., height restrictions,]</p>